A 3-hour competition open to any current Loyola student or staff

Prizes for top three individuals or pairs

1st - $150
2nd - $100
3rd - $50

Friday, Oct 17th
12:30-3:45PM
Room: IES 123
(INST. OF ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY)
Timed competition begins after a brief orientation

CONTEST DETAILS

Fall Competition: Small problem sets in the style of the ACM Programming Competition (but easier!)
Spring Competition: Brief tutorial, followed by a data analytics contest in the style of Kaggle.com competitions

Participation: individually or in pairs
Laptops: Students are expected to bring laptops with wireless connectivity
Problem sets: will require reading in simple, formatted text files available online and producing requested text-based results. Results will be submitted online.
Judging: Students will be judged for the number of problems completed, then by time of submission. Results will be available immediately afterwards.

Sponsored by the LUC Departments of Computer Science and Mathematics & Statistics
For questions, contact Mark V. Albert (mva@cs.luc.edu) or Earvin Balderama (ebalderama@luc.edu)